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We acknowledge the    
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our 
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country. 
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect 
to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Service Context
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Statement of Philosophy

Context
Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as an additional 
document via the Comment option under the Tools tab 
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



2022

Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Quality Improvement Plan for 



Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
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Actions NQS links Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1 continued
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Success criteria



Actions NQS links Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2 continued

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Roles and responsibilities

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Endorsements

Endorsed by director/principal
Name

Date

Name

Date

Endorsed by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Endorsed by education director 


	Service approval number: 
	Service Context: Flinders View Preschool is a co-located preschool located in Port Augusta. Port Augusta is a small city with a population of approximately 15000, in South Australia, approximately 322 Kilometres North of Adelaide.FLinders View Preschool works in partnership with Flidners View Primary School, we participate in school events such as Sports Day, Family Night and Assemblies and visit the school regularly to play on the playground or oval or to connect with the community through Adnyamathanha, regular library visits and to access the school canteen. The School ACEO works closely with ...Flinders View Preschool currently has an enrolment cap of 40 children. We are open Monday to Friday with Preschool sessions running from Monday to Thursday. Children in their Preschool year attend 3 days a week either Monday-Wednesday or Tuesday-Thursday. For Aboriginal Children and Children under the Guardianship of the Minister, after their third Birthday we offer early entry of 2 days a week. Children with additional needs/or a disability are also considered for early entry. Our staffing for 2021 is currently 1.0 Coordinator (Lead Teacher), 1.0 Aboriginal Families Literacy Strategy Teacher, 1.0 SSO and additional SSO staff employed throughout the year (for example fulfilling IESP funded hours). The IPP Teacher visits our site 1/2 day a week to support a child with additional needs and up-skill staff. 
	Name: 
	Name_2: 
	Date_2: 
	Name_3: 
	Date_3: 
	Date: 
	Click to upload logo_af_image: 
	acknowledgement: Aboriginal
	Quality Area 2: Children's Health and Safety: 2.1.1 As part of our daily routine we plan for periods of rest, we teach children about the need for rest and sleep and plan experiences such as yoga, colouring, puzzles, reading and rest time with a pillow. Children learn which activities allow them to best access rest for their own body and children can choose between different options to support their own needs. Children are also given the opportunity to access sleep safely if they require it. 2.1.2 Our service is maintained to a high standard of cleanliness, we do regular cleaning throughout the day and have a school cleaner attend our building after school hours.  All of our children wear uniforms which include a Sunsmart hat and polo shirt, and when the UV is above 3 we apply sunscreen. 2.1.3 We encourage physical activity through group games and planned experiences. Children enjoy engaging with hop-scotch, obstacle courses, races and games such as duck-duck-goose and what's the time Mr Wolf. Children engage in the sandpit digging, building and using the water pump. Our new grass area (in 2021) allows additional space for kicking a ball, playing chasey or learning to hula-hoop.  We also have access to extensive school grounds, play equipment and the oval in the school and visit these areas at different points within the year. We join the school in their annual sports day. We promote healthy eating through regular communication with families and positive role modelling by Educators who often eat with the children. 2.2.1 The outdoor space allows for appropriate supervision as we have moved the cubby house to a more visible and accessible space. Children understand and follow boundary rules set by the provision of stop/wait/go signs, these signs help support children's autonomy and independence, children are often seen self governing each other (for example if a stop sign is up on the door leading outside they will remind each other that they can't go there at the moment.)
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: 1.1.1 Our Preschool is inspired by Reggio Emilia, using an inquiry approach to education. Educators have a strong collaborative approach and are committed to our shared vision and philosophy. Our program links to and builds upon the Numeracy and Literacy indicators for Preschools and the Early Years Learning Framework. 1.1.2Our program is driven by children's interests. We loosely plan learning possibilities and intentions (often through mind mapping) but the direction that the learning takes is determined by the children. 1.1.2We see children as competent and capable learners and hold high expectations for each child.  We encourage children and families to participate in the educational program with the children and to share their cultural knowledge. Our commitment to embedding a strong sense of identity and belonging in children leads us to strong ties to our local community. 1.2.1We complement exploratory learning with teachable moments, accessing and extending learning individually, in small groups and as a whole group. We value parents/caregivers and view them as their child's first educator. 1.2.3We often extend children in the moment by allowing them to access additional materials, add to or modify provocations as needed or research ideas with the use of technology (ipads). 1.3.1/1.3.2We regularly reflect on our program and make changes which reflect the children's engagement and incorporate changes in interests through emergent planning. We allow children the time and space to explore their own ideas and we provide a wide variety of resources and well planned provocations to support and extend their own learning. 1.3.3 Families are informed about the program and are invited to extend on learning from Preschool-Home through the use of Seesaw, 'Learning Together' floor-book, Term floor books and learning stories. We also have regular 1:1 conversations with families about their child's learning and development at pick up times.  
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: 3.1.1 Governing council are involved to support and engage in recommendations towards the upkeep of resources and equipment within the environment and grants and fundraising in 2020 made it possible to undertake yard upgrades including murals, new grassed area and outdoor chairs and tables. 3.1.2 Educators have a commitment to high quality physical environment and strive to maintain it to a high standard of equipment, resources and experiences. Educators complete a daily yard check at morning set up and document this in a log book. Educators ensure equipment and resources are safe, clean and well-maintained, broken or damaged equipment is thrown out and are replaced when required. Toys and equipment are cleaned when they are being packed away/stored after use, and are cleaned throughout use as required. 3.1.2We view the environment as the 'third teacher' (with parents being the first, and educators second). That means that the Educators take great care with setting up the physical environment. Both in the inside and outside learning environments have a connection to nature and sustainability which is evident and promoted. Educators endeavour to keep the indoor environment clutter free and ensure it is welcoming and engaging for children, families, Educators and visitors. 3.2.2The Coordinator and AFLS reflect together on opportunities to further enhance children's learning and development through the creative and flexible use of space, equipment and resources; and strengthen the service's engagement in environmental sustainability, and work together to implement agreed changes across the service.3.2.3Educators and children are engaged in sustainable practice and supporting environmental responsibility through opportunities to explore and engage in recycling, composting, providing food wastage. Family engagement and voice is important within our community and our Preschool space. We support this by informing parents and community through Facebook posts, Seesaw ap, letters home, 'Learning together' floor book and information displayed on notice boards and made available to parents on arrival/pick up. This year, parents have donated suitable and clean making materials and provided succulents to plant in our entrance garden.
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: 4.1.1 The Coordinator is the Teacher and Educational Leader within the Preschool, they work with other Educators to plan for and deliver an Educational Program which supports children's learning and development.The Coordinator has successfully applied for additional funding to employ support Educators for children with additional needs, this has ensured inclusion of children to successfully meet their learning and development needs.The Preschool has also secured funding for an Aboriginal Families Literacy Strategy teacher for multiple years, the teacher in this role in 2021 facilitated small group learning opportunities with a focus on oral language development.4.1.2 The Coordinator, AFLS are employed full time (M-F) and there is one Permanent SSO who has been at the service for around 6 years. The SSO works Monday to Thursday. Additional Educators have been employed as needed across the year to support the inclusion of children who have had successful IESP funding. 4.2.1 The Preschool team work collaboratively and constructively, often bouncing ideas off of each other and extending on each others ideas and experiences. The team has formed a cohesive approach to Education and Care and have reflected this in updating their service philosophy in 2021.  
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: 5.1.1 When children first begin Preschool we focus on building strong, positive child-Educator relationships.Educators demonstrate this through the way they speak to children, demonstrating active listening skills5.1.2The dignity and the rights of the children are supported throughout interactions including the right to privacy when changing nappies or supporting with toileting. The Aboriginal Education Team provide fruit (apples, pears and bananas) to the Preschool which we cut up and share together, emergency lunches are also available to children.5.2.1Educators respond to children's ides and in put and seeking children's input in to planning and decision making as part of the emergent curriculum, or add this to the planning/documentation to become part of the Educational Program. 5.2.2In 2021 children were explicitly taught 'Tucker Turtle' technique and problem solving strategies to support children's self-regulation and develop effective ways to manage their behaviour and respond to others with respect and resolve conflicts. 
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: 6.1.1, 6.1.2The School Governing Council had families from the Preschool represented, this has ensured Parents views are respected and are reflected in the decision-making processes.  6.1.3Families are supported to engage with the service in a variety of ways including spending time in the Preschool in the mornings or afternoons, access and use Seesaw application, regularly checking and reading Learning Journey books and exploring the Floor-books and learning displays.6.2.3In 2021, the Preschool engaged with the school to access Adnyamathanha language learning and regularly visited the playground and library. Children access and borrow from the school library to support literacy at home. We also connected a range of community services including Local Police, the Library, The Kangaroo Sanctuary who visited the site.
	Quality Area 7: Governmance and Leadership: 7.1.1The Preschool Educators reviewed and updated the service philosophy in 2021, this was ratified by the School Governing Council and reflects the current views and cohesive approach to Early Childhood Education within the Preschool7.2.3 The Preschool has reviewed and/or developed multiple policies and procedures throughout 2021 which has assisted in clearly defining the roles and responsibilities of Educators and enabled effective service management.7.2.1 The Preschool uses scrap books to reflect on PQIP goals and actions and record staff meeting, PD and Term Reflections, this working document is then used when reflecting on Progress towards goals in steps 4 and 5 of the PQIP. This assists Educators to work as a team to undertake self-assessment and quality improvement processes, these have been used to inform the development of this PQIP for 2022. 7.2.3Educators undertake Department for Education Professional Development Plans with 3,6 and 12 month reviews which support staff members performance development and plan for individual learning and opportunities for professional development. 
	Timeline: Documented in Planning Cycle, daily reflections and weekly planning. Embedded practice by End of term 1 2022, continue and refined by Term 4 2022
	Challenge of practice Success criteria: We will see children:- Take part in reciprocal conversation- Speak in coherent sentences- Use many different words- Express statements and commands- Ask many questions and answer simple questionsAnalysis of Oral Language Samples and LEAP Levels will show evidence of children using developmentally appropriate sentence to communication effectively.
	Goal 1: To improve children's communication by developing their oral language skills with a specific focus speaking and increased sentence length.
	Challenge of practice: If we engage in high quality interactions and conversations then we will improve children's ability to produce developmentally appropriate sentence to communication effectively. 
	Goal 2: To improve children's Number sense through exploring Number language, concepts and ideas through play.
	Challenge of practice 2: If we provide an environment with enriching Number provocations and model exploration of number through teachable moments then we will improve children's number sense through play. 
	Goal 2: Actions 1: Educators provide provocations, experiences and activities that promote the exploration of numbers and model the use of mathematical vocabulary and counting strategies and document this as part of the services Educational Program
	Goal 2: Actions 2: Develop all educators pedagogy to provide quality numeracy teaching and learning experiences  in both intentional teaching and play based opportunities. 
	Goal 2: Actions 3: Collect base line assessment of children's number sense, analyse data to determine starting point for planning provocations and experiences. 
	Goal 2: Actions 4: Family Partnerships - run Smith Family Numeracy Sessions to support children's numeracy development at home (supporting the use of mathematical language and exploration through family activities and play)
	Priority Row 1: Further develop positiverelationships between  children and community which establish strong foundations for supportive educational partnerships.
	Priority Row 2: Provide opportunities each term for families to come in to the Preschool to engage with their child in the learning environment.
	Priority Row 3: Share information about Educational Program and children's learning through strategic placement of a display board at the Preschool entry.
	NQS links Row1: 6.2.3 Community engagement
	NQS links Row2: 1.1.3 Program learning opportunities 6.1.1 Engagement with the service6.1.3 Families are supported
	NQS links Row3: 1.3.1 Assessment and planning cycle1.3.3 Information for families
	Key steps row 1: Arrange visits from local community groups 
	Key steps row 2: COntinue to link learning about the Community to KS:CPC curriculum
	Key steps row 3: 
	Key steps row 4: Identify times and days for families to be involved
	Key steps row 5: inform families through Seesaw. Calendar/notes sent home and on display board.
	Key steps row 6: 
	Key steps row 7: Induct families on the Educational Program and Preschool Processes through 1:1 interactions.
	Key steps row 9: 
	Timeline Row 1: Term 1 onwards
	Timeline Row 2: Term 1 onwards
	Timeline Row 3: 
	Timeline Row 4: Start of each term
	Timeline Row 5: Twice per term
	Timeline Row 6: 
	Timeline Row 7: Term 1 Onwards
	Timeline Row 8: Term 1 Onwards
	Timeline Row 9: 
	Resources Row 1: -
	Resources Row 2: KS:CPC Preschool book
	Resources Row 3: 
	Resources Row 4: 
	Resources Row 5: 
	Resources Row 6: 
	Resources Row 7: Display boardEducational Program Children's work and photos
	Resources Row 8: Seesaw, display boardEducational ProgramChildren's work and photos
	Resources Row 9: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 1: CoordinatorEducators
	Roles and responsibilities Row 2: Coordinator Educators
	Roles and responsibilities Row 3: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 4: Coordinator Educators
	Roles and responsibilities Row 5: CoordinatorEducatorsFamilies
	Roles and responsibilities Row 6: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 7: CoordinatorEducators
	Roles and responsibilities Row 8: CoordinatorEducators
	Roles and responsibilities Row 9: 
	Key steps row 8: Regularly updating the display board and Seesaw
	NQS links 1: 1.1.3 Program learning opportunities1.2.1 Intentional teaching1.2.2 Responsive teaching and scaffolding1.3.1 Assessment and planning cycle
	NQS links2: 7.2.3 Development of professionals
	NQS links 3: 1.2.2 Responsive teaching and scaffolding 1.3.1 Assessment and planning cycle1.3.2 Critical reflection
	NQS links 4: 6.1.1 Engagement with the service6.1.3 Families are supported
	Timeline 2: From term 1
	Timeline 3: Early Term 1 and then each term in 2022. 
	Timeline 4: Family Session 1x each TermFamily conversations - catching each family to talk about Mathematics 1x per term
	Roles and responsibilities 1: Educators
	Roles and responsibilities 2: EducatorsCoordinator
	Roles and responsibilities 3: EducatorsCoordinator
	Roles and responsibilities 4: EducatorsCoordinator
	Resources 1: Educator Numeracy GuidebookPreschool Numeracy Indicators
	Resources 2: PMA resourcesSmith Family ResourcesEducator Numeracy Guidebook
	Resources 3: PMA ResourcesPreschool Numeracy IndicatorsNumber Assessment 
	Resources 4: Smith Family Resources
	Goal 1: Actions 1: Educators to engage in and model high quality interactions and communication using suggested "children-centred strategies" from the Educator Literacy Guidebook.
	Goal 1: Actions 2b: Educators will intentionally plan opportunities for children to engage in conversations/interaction from each other, from Educators and from interactions with the physical environment. 
	Goal 1: Actions 3c: Educators will engage in periodic reviews and progress monitoring through observations and assessments. 
	Goal 1: Actions 4d: Educators will develop their understanding of "Sustained Shared Thinking" as an evidence based approach to support language learning. 
	NQS links a: 1.1.3 Program learning opportunities1.2.1 Intentional teaching1.2.2 Responsive teaching and scaffolding1.3.1Assessment and planning cycle5.1.1 Positive educator to child interactions
	NQS links b: 1.1.3 Program learning opportunities1.3.1 Assessment and planning cycle3.2.1 Inclusive environment5.2.1 Collaborative learning 
	NQS links c: 1.3.1 Assessment and planning cycle 1.3.2 Critical Reflection
	NQS links d: 7.2.3 Develop as professionals 
	Timeline a: Term 1 and follow up as requiredEmbedding strategies through setting weekly target 
	Timeline b: Weekly - as part of Educational Program
	Timeline c: Each term, starting early term 1 2022
	Timeline d: Term 1
	Roles and responsibilities a: Educators to implement interaction strategies through daily interactions and conversations. Leader to observe educators, using relationships scale with 1:1  feedback. 
	Roles and responsibilities b: Educators - to set up the environment to facilitate interactions/conversationsEducators will use the '5 positions in relation to the child' (P11) to develop their understanding on their interactions with childrenEducators to support non-verbal children's interactions & conversations through a range of visual communication strategies
	Roles and responsibilities c: Leader - support educators to collect, reflect and analyse dataAFLS and Leader/Teacher to collect, reflect and analyse data to assess child's growth in skills and abilities to design further learning. 
	Roles and responsibilities d: All Educators to access PLINK training and professional readings
	Resources a: Leaders Literacy Guidebook (P5, P14)Educators Literacy Guidebook (P5-6/10/14-16)RRR - Relationships scale (responsiveness,  positive interactions, quality verbal exchanges, appropriateness)"Developmental milestones and the Early Years Learning Framework  and the National Quality Standards"First Steps speaking and listening map of development  - Speaking (beginning-exploratory)
	Resources b: Leader Literacy Guidebook (P10-11, 16)Speech Pathologist/Oral Language Project documents (OL Listening Packs)Language/communication boards and visual aids (including PODD)
	Resources c: Speech Pathologist/Oral Language Project documents (OL Sample: average sentence length)LEAP levels 1-6 - oral language (speaking - language functions P4)Leader Literacy Guidebook p14
	Resources d: "What is Sustained Shared Thinking? Is it Important?" DocumentPLINK Course: Sustained Shared Thinking to Support Language LearningEducator Literacy Guidebook (P7)
	Statement of Philosophy: 
	Challenge of practice Success criteria 2: We will see children: - Using language to communicate thinking about quantities to describe attributes of objects and collections. - Being effective communicators as they use quantification to describe and compare- Using the standard number system- Transfering knowledge of and using counting strategies (subitise, count all, count on) from explicit/embedded teaching during group times to their play experiencesDocumentation of children's engagement in planned experiences and Educators extension of their learning through emergent experiences, provocations and teachable moments will demonstrate children's use of number. 
	Service name: Flinders View Preschool
	School name: Flinders View Preschool 


